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Abstract: This study was designed to identify trends in maximum, minimum, and average air
temperatures in the Federal District of Brazil from 1980 to 2010, measured at five weather stations.
Three statistical tests (Wald–Wolfowitz, Cox–Stuart, and Mann–Kendall) were tested for their
applicability for this purpose, and the ones found to be most suitable for the data series were validated.
For this data sample, it was observed that the application of the Wald–Wolfowitz test and its validation
by the Cox–Stuart and Mann–Kendall tests was the best solution for analyzing the air temperature
trends. The results showed an upward trend in average and maximum air temperature at three
weather stations, a downward trend at one, and the absence of any trend at two. If the trend of
increasing air temperature in the Federal District persists, it could have a negative impact on various
sectors of society, mainly on the health of the population, especially during the dry season when
more cases of respiratory diseases are registered. These results could serve as inputs for public
administrators involved in the planning and formulation of public policies.
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1. Introduction

Some climatic factors are perceived by society in a very peculiar way, as they imply a series of
daily sensations such as heat or cold, lack of or excessive rainfall, and strong winds. These perceptions
of atmospheric weather are invariably associated with and mistaken for climatic aspects, since by their
very nature they influence individual perceptions of environmental comfort on a daily basis. Therefore,
studying the climatic data elements and their variations is relevant to society.

Considerations such as the thermal comfort of buildings or the potential for weather to cause
illness must be based on short-, medium-, and long-term observations, because while immediate
analyses can help guide emergency actions, long-term data series are essential for understanding
temporal and spatial dynamics in order to support socio-environmental planning.

A plethora of meteorological data is now produced around the world. However, in its diversity
it can sometimes induce readers—no matter how well-informed they are—to misapprehend the
difference between weather and climate due to differences in their presentation and especially different
interpretations of variations in climatological parameters.

With this concern in mind, Jones and Moberg [1] revised the air temperature databases of ground
stations of the Climate Research Unit (CRU) in seven continents and the Arctic in order to take account
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of technological advances in data collection and dissemination methods and the emergence of initiatives
by countries and research institutions to increase the quantity and quality of data. The results showed
that the hemispheric and global air temperature averages yielded by the new data set differ slightly
from those developed in 1994, leading to the conclusion that periodically updating the time series
database of climatic data is essential for effective research.

One factor that should be paid attention to when analyzing time series in the science of climatology
is the source of data, given that meteorological stations can be located in homogeneous and/or
heterogeneous environments. As a rule, the distinction between these spaces is centered on the
distinction between urban and rural landscapes; however, Stewart and Oke [2] emphasize that it is
important to be aware of the distinct characteristics within each such landscape (rural and urban),
meaning greater care is needed when considering them as objects of scientific analysis.

This observation is relevant because of the great diversity of applications and uses of the terms
“urban” and “rural,” not to mention the structural elements of landscapes, especially urban ones.
This consideration is brought into focus in studies of urban heat islands [3–12].

In climatology, it is a consensus that urban and rural spaces differ in their values of measurement
of meteorological parameters, in particular, where air temperature and relative humidity are concerned.
This is one of the targets of study of urban climatology. Skarbit et al. [13] analyzed the average annual
and seasonal air temperature conditions in the local climate zones (LCZs) of Szeged, Hungary. The basis
of the analysis was a one-year dataset from 2014 to 2015 from a 20-station urban meteorological network.
The network and its corresponding LCZs put air temperature studies in Szeged into a new spatial
framework to assess local climate and urban heat island conditions.

The results showed that densely built-up LCZs have a higher annual and monthly average,
and minimum air temperatures than structurally open and more vegetated classes, with nocturnal
differences of >4 ◦C observed under a calm, clear sky. Among the air temperature indices measured in
the urban LCZs, frosty days, cooling degree days, and tropical nights were found to differ markedly
from the background rural LCZs. This difference suggests that local climatologies exist within Szeged,
which have implications for thermal comfort, urban energy use, and urban agriculture.

In Brazil, this phenomenon has also been observed. In tropical environments, where there are
situations of thermal stress, thermal discomfort is particularly aggravated by urban heat islands [14–17].
Amorim [18] also points out that intra-urban characteristics can intensify high air temperature
events. Therefore, it is important to consider the local specificities and particularities of each urban
agglomeration and its neighboring areas, as indicated by [19], when presenting a proposal for the
classification of climate zones for urban areas.

Stewart and Oke [19] developed a classification focused on the landscape, which was evaluated
as a whole then broken down according to surface changes. Amorim et al. [12] points out that Oke [20]
understands the importance of defining climate zones not because of their absolute precision in
describing a location, but because of their ability to classify the urban areas of a neighborhood into
sectors with a similar propensity to modify the local climate.

The analysis of meteorological time series can also be enhanced by trend analysis. The detection,
estimation, and prediction of trends are important aspects of climate research [21,22]. In any given
time series, the trend is the rate at which a parameter changes over a period of time. By evaluating
trends, it is possible to ascertain the prevailing direction of a given numerical variable. What is sought
from a time series are the movements and directions of specific variables, which, in the case of the
present investigation, is the air temperature in the Federal District of Brazil from 1980 to 2010.

Minuzzi et al. [23] used statistical methods to analyze the patterns of seasonal and annual rainfall
and dry spells at 21 hydrological stations located in Paraná, southern Brazil. Silva [24] studied
the variation of evapotranspiration in Acre, Brazil, in order to understand its spatial and temporal
variability and identify possible trends. Gomes et al. [25] identified trends in the annual average
maximum air temperature series for western Pará, Brazil, from 1980 to 2013, using the Mann–Kendall
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test. The results show that annual average maximum air temperature increased over time, mainly in
the winter.

A significant number of researchers working in different regions of the globe on different spatial
scales have investigated trends in climatic variables. What these studies all agree on is the need to
monitor basic data so that these trends can be ascertained with precision and accuracy, making use
of all available statistical resources, providing more effective inputs for public administrators and
planners [26–29].

In Brazil, urban climate and climate trend research in the Federal District is still incipient.
Ribeiro [30] analyzed the impacts of urban expansion on the variation of meteorological elements in
the area in order to identify heat islands in specific sectors. Baptista [31] carried out a study on heat
islands in the Federal District based on Landsat 5 TM images, detecting an average increase of 3 ◦C in
air temperatures from 1984 to 2001.

Steinke et al. [32] studied the variation in air temperature in five weather stations in the Federal
District. In this study, data from a 38-year period (1965–2013) were used to study the trends in
maximum and minimum temperatures. The data were analyzed using a non-linear regression model.
The estimated curves for each year were compared with the non-linear adjustment of climate normals
(1961–1990) of average monthly air temperature. The results showed that although positive anomalies
were observed in the average air temperature in the late 1990s, the existence of an upward trend could
not be ascertained in the period.

The Federal District is situated in the central region of Brazil. The capital city, Brasília, which was
built sixty years ago, is its main urban hub. As already mentioned, studies involving air temperature
in this region are still scarce. Therefore, this territorial section of the Federal District of Brazil could be
an excellent laboratory for studies of local/regional climate in tropical environments whose original
landscapes have been altered by anthropic action in the last century.

These considerations are consistent with the broader purpose of this study, which is to determine
the best statistical method for ascertaining the existence of trends in a time series of air temperature
data from weather stations located in areas subject to different types of land use in the Federal District,
Brazil, from January 1980 to December 2010.

2. Materials and Methods

The socio-environmental aspects of the Federal District are widely characterized in the
literature [33–36], as are the region’s climatic characteristics [32,37–39]. The atmospheric circulation
systems associated with the geographical position of the Federal District define two periods: a dry, cool
period stretching from late April to September, and a warm, rainy period running from late October to
late March.

This study analyzed the monthly time series of the minimum temperature (Tmin), average
temperature (Tav), and maximum temperature (Tmax) of the air at five meteorological stations in the
Federal District (Figure 1). The weather stations are located in urban and rural areas: two in urban
areas (National Institute of Meteorology (INMET) and Integrated Center for Air Defense and Air Traffic
Control (CINDACTA)), two in predominantly rural areas (Embrapa Hortaliças (CNPH) and Embrapa
Cerrados (CPAC)), and one in a transition area between urban and rural areas (Fazenda Água Limpa
(FAL-UnB)), situated in a farm whose borders have been the target of urban expansion. Figure 2 shows
the detailed location of the weather stations.
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Data Set Analysis

The present study used time series of air temperature data to indicate whether or not there was
an upward trend in this parameter. Continuous time series are obtained by recording observations
continuously over a particular time interval.

The tests for trend analysis in time series are intended to build models. Two approaches can be
used for this type of analysis: either using parametric tests, which have a finite number of parameters,
or using frequency domain, which is non-parametric. This latter analysis is widely used in meteorology
to assess the periodicity of phenomena [40].

According to [41], parametric tests are more accurate and their validation is based on more
assumptions. In non-parametric tests, the original values are replaced by a ranked order of values to
calculate their statistics and are independent of the probability distribution of the data studied.

Non-parametric tests are recommended for detecting trends in climatological data due to the
original characteristic of these data, which do not have a normal frequency and present positive
asymmetries [42]. In the present study, three non-parametric statistical tests that are widely used to
assess trends in time series, especially of climatological data, were investigated: the Wald–Wolfowitz
runs test, the Cox–Stuart test, and the Mann–Kendall test. Monthly data from 1980 to 2010 were
used, producing time series of minimum, maximum, and average air temperatures from five weather
stations. Statistical tests were performed using the statistical software package R.

Wald–Wolfowitz Test: The Wald–Wolfowitz runs test checks a hypothesis of randomness for a
two-valued data sequence. More precisely, it can be used to test the hypothesis that the elements in the
sequence are mutually independent. For this test to be used, the time series must be independent and
very well distributed, as follows:

Let {Zt, t = 1, . . . , N} be a time series with N observations. Consider M to be the median of N
observations of Zt. Each value of Zt is assigned the symbol “a” if it is greater than or equal to M,
and “b” if it is less than M. Therefore, N = (“Na” points “a”) + (“Nb” points “b”). Accordingly, there
are groups of observations marked with “a” and groups of observations marked with “b” throughout
the time series. The total number of groups will be the test statistics, that is:

T = total number of groups with identical symbols.

Consider the following hypotheses:

H0 = there is no trend;
H1 = there is a trend.

The null hypothesis, H0, is rejected if there is a small number of groups with identical symbols,
that is, if T is relatively small. For Na and Nb values of over 20, it is possible to use the Central Limit
Theorem and ascertain the approximate distribution of T by a normal distribution, that is,

T ~ N (µ, σ ˆ 2), where:

µ =
2NaNb

N
+ 1 (1)

σ =

√
2Na Nb(2NaNb −N)

N2(N − 1)
(2)

The Wald–Wolfowitz runs test has been used for numerous applications [43–45], including trends
in time series of climatic data. This test, described in detail by [46,47], is designed to identify the
hypothesis of independence of data values.

Cox–Stuart test: Cox and Stuart [48] proposed a way to test upward or downward trends, which
do not necessarily have to be linear, but can simply express an overall trend in the observations.
The Cox–Stuart test has been defined as having limited power, but very robust for trend analysis [49].
It is applicable to a wide variety of situations to get an idea of the overall evolution of the values
obtained. The method is based on binomial distribution.
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In the Cox–Stuart test, considering a set of observations X1,x2, . . . ,xN, the observations are
grouped in pairs (X1,X1+c), (X2,X2+c), . . . , (XN-c,XN), where c = N/2 if N is even, and c = (N+1)/2 if N
is odd. Each pair of observations is associated with the signal “+” if Xi < Xi+c and the sign “−” if Xi >

Xi+c. If Xi = Xi+c, this observation is eliminated. Consider Nt the number of pairs where Xi , Xi+c.
Thus, it aims to test:

H0 = P(XI < XI+C) = P(XI > XI+C) ∀i : There is no Trend (3)

H1 = P(XI < XI+C) , P(XI > XI+C) ∀i : There is a Trend (4)

It is a bilateral test, where the test statistics are given by T = Number of signed pairs “+”.
The binomial distribution is used to evaluate the test using the parameters p = 0.5 and n = Nt.

The Cox–Stuart test is capable of identifying differences between two conjugated values formed by
two sub-samples of the same dimension obtained from the original sample. For a sample without any
trend, the number of negative and positive signs would be statistically similar with a certain level of
significance. In essence, the test searches for upward and downward trends within time series [50,51].

Mann–Kendall Test: This is a non-parametric method proposed by Mann [52] and later adapted
by Kendall [53]. The test checks the value of the historical series with the remaining values, always
following a sequential ordering process. It counts the number of times the remaining terms are greater
than the analyzed value. It is therefore based on rejecting or accepting a null hypothesis (H0), giving it
the capacity to deny or confirm the existence of a trend in the historical series analyzed with a particular
level of significance (95%).

The Mann–Kendall test for trends can be applied only if the series is serially independent.
Therefore, it tests whether the observations in the series are independent and identically distributed,
that is, it tests the hypotheses:

Hypotheses 0 (H0). The observations in the series are independent and identically distributed (there is no trend);

Hypotheses 1 (H1). The observations in the series have a monotonic trend over time (there is a trend).

Thus, assuming X1, X2, . . . ,Xn are observations in a time series. Under H0, the test statistics are
given by

S =
n−1∑
k=1

n∑
j=k+1

sign
(
x j − xk

)
(5)

where:

sign(x) =



1, i f x > 0

0, i f S = 0

−1, i f x < 0

(6)

It is possible to show that S is normally distributed, i.e., S ∼ N
(
µ, σ2

)
with

µ = 0 (7)

where:
n is the number of observations and, assuming the series has groups with equal observations, P is

the number of groups with equal observations and tj is the number of equal observations in group j.
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In the case where the number of observations is greater than 30, the test statistics are calculated by

Z =



S−1
σ , i f S > 0

0, i f S = 0

S+1
σ , IF S < 0

(8)

Even for a number of observations below 30, Z statistics can be used to perform the test. In a
bilateral test, the null hypothesis H0 is rejected for a certain level of significance α, if, given the value
of the quantile Zα/2 of a standard normal distribution, we have

|Z| ≤ Zα/2 (9)

The Mann–Kendall test is widely used to detect significant trends in hydrological and
meteorological series. It compares the relative importance of the sample data, which gives it the
advantage of not requiring normalized distribution. Another advantage is its low sensitivity to abrupt
breaks in series [54–59].

However, some problems may occur with the results of the Mann–Kendall test [60]. According to
the authors, when a series presents auto-correlation (serial correlation), the variance of the statistics
changes, which makes the test more likely to produce Type I errors, namely, to reject H0 in favor of H1,
indicating that there is a trend in the series when there is actually none [60].

The authors consider that the existence of a trend in the series can influence the value of the
serial correlation coefficient, causing the correct analysis to be impaired. The authors therefore
propose a procedure for preparing the series before applying the Mann–Kendall test to assure
impartiality. The procedure was validated for the case of series with a linear trend and represented by
an autoregressive order model (lag) 1 (AR (1)). The procedure is described in Table 1:

Table 1. Data adjustment steps for applying the Mann–Kendall test.

Step 1. The linear trend b of series Xt estimated by the Theil–Sen method is calculated. If b is
“close” to zero, then it is assumed that there is no trend and the procedure ends.

Step 2
If b is not “close” to zero, a linear trend Tt in series Xt is assumed and the trend is removed

from it:
X’t = Xt − Tt = Xt − bt

Step 3
Considering the autoregressive model AR (1), the serial correlation coefficient r1 of the

series (without trend) X’t is calculated and the autocorrelation AR (1) is removed from it:
Y’t = X’t − r1 X’t−1

Step 4

Series Y’t, which is now “clean”, without a trend Tt or AR (1) autocorrelation, is “pasted”
to the trend to be identified by the Mann–Kendall test:

Yt = Y’t + Tt
In this way, Yt preserves its true trend and is not influenced by the effects of autocorrelation.

Step 5: The Mann–Kendall test is applied to series Yt.

Figure 3 presents a schematic summary of the procedure described above.
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Figure 3. Procedure proposed by [61] for the application of the Mann–Kendall test for trend detection
in autoregressive (AR) time series (1).

In the present investigation, trend analysis was performed by applying the Mann–Kendall test
after performing the procedures proposed by [61]. The tests were performed using the statistical
software R.

3. Results

The first part of the procedures refers to the descriptive statistical analysis of the data.
These procedures are relevant for a more consistent numerical analysis. Table 2 summarizes the values
of the historical series for the maximum, average, and minimum air temperatures of each station.

Two aspects of the data in Table 2 deserve particular attention. The coefficient of variation (CV) is
a standardized measure of dispersion of a probability distribution or frequency distribution. It is often
expressed as a percentage. The smaller the value, the more homogeneous the data will be, i.e., the less
dispersion there will be around the mean.

According to [62], a CV is considered low, indicating a data set that is reasonably homogeneous
when it is less than 30%. If this value is greater than 30%, the data set can be considered heterogeneous.
A CV of 15% to 30% is considered medium, implying good precision. However, this standard varies
according to the application.

In 87% of the sample data, the CV was less than 15%, indicating homogeneity. The CV values
observed for minimum air temperatures stand out, which, in all the stations, remained greater than
10%. The values for FAL and CINDACTA remained in the medium range of data dispersion.

The second relevant indicator is skewness, which is a measure of the asymmetry of the distribution
of a variable. If the skewness of S is zero, then the distribution represented by S is perfectly symmetric.
If the skewness is negative, then the distribution is skewed to the left, while if the skew is positive,
then the distribution is skewed to the right.

The values showed negative asymmetries for minimum and average air temperature and positive
asymmetry for maximum air temperature at all stations. Although these values are asymmetrical, that
is, with outlier trends, they are within the limits recommended by [63], which establishes, as outlier,
a value greater than 1.5 dq. In general, all values lower than Li = Q1 − 1.5 dq or higher than
Ls = Q3 + 1.5 dq are considered outliers.
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Table 2. Results of descriptive statistics of data from weather stations. (Temperature values in ◦C).

Maximum
temperature

CNPH FAL CINDACTA INMET CPAC

N 372 372 372 372 372
Min 22.4 24.33 26.8 23.35 23.97
Max 33.2 38.45 37.3 30.9 32.67

Mean 2.850457 2.865693 3.089194 2.661524 2.789621
Std. error 0.07870086 0.1066252 0.09394739 0.06954393 0.07500937
Variance 2.304103 3.001398 31.774 1.799125 2.093023

Stand. Dev 1.517927 1.732454 1.782526 1.341315 1.446728
Median 28.4 28.415 30.8 26.585 27.8

25th percentile 27.6 27.435 29.6 25.7225 26.9425
75th percentile 29.4 29.7 32 27.375 28.7075

Skewness 0.1657374 0.9238805 0.3261668 0.4618178 0.4384937
Kurtosis 0.9266567 3.26823 −0.1142808 0.3999233 0.6199819

Geom. mean 28.4643 28.60623 30.84111 26.58194 27.85921
Coeff. var 5.325207 6.045498 5.770198 5.039649 5.186111

Average
temperature

CNPH FAL CINDACTA INMET CPAC

N 372 372 372 372 372
Min 18.7 16.5 16.24403 16.97 18.58
Max 27 25.375 25.05969 24.76 25.42

Mean 2.305591 2.113223 21.439 2.102269 2.190777
Std. error 0.07048884 0.1133258 0.08263705 0.06855809 0.06728182
Variance 1.848348 3.390484 2.458398 1.748479 1.683986

Stand. dev 13.5954 18.41327 15.67928 13.22301 12.97685
Median 23.1 21.63 21.74049 21.18 22.075

25th percentile 22.3 19.825 20.57064 20.24 21.195
75th percentile 23.9 22.45 22.53285 21.84 22.7825

Skewness −0.1450918 −0.536335 −0.603428 −0.3672645 −0.2616349
Kurtosis 0.6940948 −0.441302 0.127792 0.203304 −0.0552102

Geom. mean 23.01548 21.04918 21.37971 20.98035 21.86888
Coeff. var 5.896706 8.713355 7.313438 6.289874 59.234

Minimum
temperature

CNPH FAL CINDACTA INMET CPAC

N 372 372 372 372 372
Min 11.1 1.8 1.9 10.92 10.75
Max 22.9 22.38 19.7 19.73 19.43

Mean 16.8628 13.80871 12.89667 16.75196 16.49371
Std. error 0.09772559 0.2025824 0.1800133 0.09051469 0.09812114
Variance 3.552708 10.83446 11.66573 3.047762 3.581526

Stand. dev 1.884863 3.291574 3.415513 1.745784 1.892492
Median 17.5 14.83 13.8 17.49 17.255

25th percentile 15.425 11.2 10.2 153.675 15.12
75th percentile 18.2 16.2 15.7 180.575 17.93

Skewness −0.652321 −0.686684 −0.56908 −0.8709872 −0.8232476
Kurtosis −0.2157347 0.048029 −0.4952163 −0.2862008 −0.483233

Geom. mean 16.75096 13.31522 12.33696 16.65447 16.37693
Coeff. var 11.17764 23.83694 26.48369 10.42137 11.47402

Figure 4 shows monthly variations of minimum, average, and maximum air temperatures from
1980 to 2010 for each weather station, as well as the trend line of the data.

Figure 5 shows the boxplots for each weather station for the maximum, minimum, and average
air temperatures. In descriptive statistics, a boxplot is a method for graphically depicting groups of
numerical data through their quartiles. It is a standardized way of displaying the distribution of data
based on a five-number summary (minimum value, first quartile (Q1), median, third quartile (Q3),
and maximum value). It can tell you about the outliers and what their values are. It can also tell if the
data are symmetrical, how tightly they are grouped, and if and how the data are skewed. The central
position is given by the median, and dispersion is given by interquartile deviation dq = Q3 − Q2.
The relative positions of Q1, Q2, and Q3 deal with the asymmetry of the distribution. The lengths of
the tails of the distribution are given by the lines that go from the rectangle to the outliers.
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Figure 5. Box plot graph for minimum, maximum, and average air temperatures at each weather station.

The graphs indicate that FAL and CINDACTA are the stations with the most discrepant records in
comparison to the other weather stations, especially for minimum and maximum air temperatures.
The steps taken so far have assessed the ability of the data to provide answers to support the application
of statistical tests. The results show that the data are indeed suitable for the tests.

The results of the proposed statistical tests are presented below. Table 3 shows the p-values for
each statistical test for each parameter analyzed per weather station. We chose to observe the variation
of the p-value generated in each test, since the initial expectation was concentrated on identifying
the existence or absence of a trend in the data series for Tmin, Tav, and Tmax. The criterion used to
affirm whether the data shows a trend or not was the selection of measures that presented two or more
p-value results within the significance level of p ≤ 0.05.
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Table 3. Test results (p-values) for the weather stations.

Test (p-Value) Step 1 Test (p-Value) Step 2

Temperature Station Wald–Wolfowitz Cox–Stuart Mann–Kendall Is There a
Trend? MK-Adjusted Is There a

Trend?

Minimum

CINDACTA 2.0062 × 10−24 0.057615976 0.017756332 yes 0.2510 no
FAL 1.69571 × 10−23 0.001414448 0.248676166 yes 0.0948 no

INMET 4.7 × 10−29 0.045721123 1.415 × 10−7 yes 0.3127 no
CPAC 0 0.081699116 0.010615543 yes 0.8776 no
CNPH 7 × 10−30 0.106234147 0.009305695 yes 0.1907 no

Average

CINDACTA 2.43843 × 10−15 2.2172 × 10−6 0.000200051 yes 0.0948 no
FAL 2.25623 × 10−20 3.7 × 10−9 0.004867564 yes 0.4656 no

INMET 3.91319 × 10−13 0.003976863 2.0376 × 10−6 yes 0.0131 no
CPAC 9.8304 × 10−17 0.412983814 0.184920311 no 0.1684 no
CNPH 2.10328 × 10−11 0.00072815 0.001942255 yes 0.2310 yes

Maximum

CINDACTA 2.46062 × 10−11 0.183556922 0.365201205 no 0.5374 no
FAL 5.75176 × 10−8 0.011371634 0.309852392 yes 0.2511 no

INMET 3.7282 × 10−8 0.0002667 0.000222662 yes 0.0033 yes
CPAC 1.53129 × 10−7 1.26909 × 10−5 4.663 × 10−7 yes 0.0014 yes
CNPH 5.69459 × 10−9 0.000316394 1.68551 × 10−5 yes 0.0198 yes

The Wald–Wolfwitz test found trends in all data series. According to the Cox–Stuart test, five
measures showed no trend: three for Tmin, one for Tav, and one for Tmax. As for the Mann–Kendall
test without adjustments, four measures did not show any trend: one for Tmin, one for Tav, and two
for Tmax.

Following the previously defined criteria, among the 15 tests performed using these three
methods, only two did not confirm a trend, namely, CPAC (Tav) and CINDACTA (Tmax); all the other
measurements from the weather stations showed a tendency in air temperatures.

The results of the adjusted Mann–Kendall test (Table 3) show very different behavior from the
previous results, with significant differences. By this test, trends were only identified in four of the data
series: average air temperature at CNPH, and maximum air temperature at INMET, CPAC, and CNPH.

Based on the same criteria for determining trends in the data series, Table 4 indicates that there
was a trend in air temperatures at all the stations studied. Notably, FAL is the only station where a
decrease was identified.

Table 4. Air temperature trends.

Station Altitude Is There a Trend? What Is the Trend?
Trend Percentage *

Tmax Tav Tmin

CINDACTA 1055 yes Increase 0.1% 3% 1.5%
FAL 1080 yes decrease 0.2% 2% 1%

INMET 1160 yes Increase 4% 6% 3%
CPAC 1000 yes Increase 0.7% 0.1% 0.1%
CNPH 1000 yes Increase 5% 2% 1%

* Trend percentage for the 30-year series (1980–2010).

Considering the peculiarity of air temperature data collected in environments under the influence
of urbanization and in humid/dry tropical climates, it is important for more than one statistical test to
be used to study historical temperature trends. With its focus on assessing the complexity of this type
of data and its temporal dynamics, this study showed that the Cox–Stuart and Mann–Kendall tests
corroborated to validate the Wald–Wolfwitz test, contributing significantly to the general analysis of
temperature trends in all seasons.

A 10 km radius from the location of the weather stations was set, which is within the range
of suggested radiuses of influence used in similar studies (0.4 to 30 km) e.g., [64,65]. This radius
demarcated a buffer zone covering 29 km2 for the analysis of changes in land use in the 1980–2010
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period, with special attention to the growth of urban areas inside the buffer. Figure 6 shows the increase
of urban areas around the weather stations between 1980 and 2010.
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Urbanization, the process of urban development, is characterized by the expansion of built-up
areas. In the context of climate science, urbanization is usually regarded as a specific manifestation of
land use change on a local scale. This process affects the local land surface, resulting in an altered surface
climate in urban areas. The change in surface parameters induced by urbanization is a fundamental
reason for the formation and evolution of urban climates and can interfere with data recording.

Between 1980 and 2010, there was a 105% increase in urban land use in the Federal District. It can
be seen in Figure 6 that the urban area around all the weather stations grew in this period, albeit by
different amounts. Table 5 shows the evolution of urban occupation around each weather station.

Table 5. Evolution of urban occupation around each weather station.

Station Area of
Influence Urban Area 1981 Growth in 1981–2010 Growth

Rate Urban Area in 2010

Name km2 km2 % km2 % % km2 %

CNPH 29 0.12 0.43 2.96 10.20 2330.70 3.08 10.64
INMET 29 11.65 40.17 4.69 16.17 40.25 16.34 56.34
CPAC 29 0.62 2.13 1.75 6.03 282.25 2.37 8.17

CINDACTA 29 11.94 41.17 4.33 14.93 36.26 16.27 56.10
FAL 29 3.13 10.79 1.95 6.72 62.30 5.08 17.51

4. Discussion

The combined analysis of the upward trends in air temperature and the increased urbanization in
the areas of influence around the weather stations reveals a particularly notable situation at the CNPH
and CPAC stations, where a higher rate of urbanization was associated with an upward trend in air
temperature. Although an upward trend was also observed at the INMET and CINDACTA stations,
the rate of increase was lower because they were already more urbanized in the first year of the time
series and they are located in areas destined for urban expansion, resulting in effective occupation.
At CNPH and CPAC, by contrast, the areas were originally intended for rural use, but over the years
were occupied without due to urban planning and regulation.

The effects of urbanization on local climates and trends in climatic parameters have been studied
by several researchers since it became noticeable that the intensity of urbanization renders significantly
different climatic conditions in cities when compared to surrounding areas [65–67]. Cities change the
climate, mainly on the local scale, through transformations in the land surface, generally resulting in
increased temperatures and modified wind flows and relative humidity of the air [68].

Taking the results obtained here with those of [32], it can now be stated that there is an upward
trend in air temperature in the Federal District. This statement is justified by the differences in
methodologies and historical series used and the fact that the statistical robustness of this research
is greater. The upward trends seen at most of the stations are most likely related to the influence of
different land occupation patterns in the 1980–2010 period, an aspect that should be taken into account
in urban planning.

To prove the existence of a relationship between urbanization and changes in air temperature
in the Federal District, portable air temperature measuring instruments would have to be installed
at different sites in the territory in order to analyze spatial variations in air temperature and identify
the influence that the most built-up areas and the areas with higher density of vegetation have on air
temperature variations during the year and under the predominance of different atmospheric systems.

5. Conclusions

This investigation was primarily concerned with assessing whether trend tests are capable of
confirming or refuting the existence of trends in air temperature data in the Federal District of
Brazil between 1980 and 2010. Five weather stations in the Federal District were selected and the
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maximum monthly temperature, average monthly temperature, and minimum monthly temperature
data were analyzed.

The first three statistical tests (Table 3) revealed an upward trend for three stations and a
downward trend for one station. For two stations, no trend was identified for average and maximum
air temperature. Of the 15 data series analyzed, 67% pointed towards an increase in air temperature
values, 13% were stable, and 20% pointed to a trend for reduced air temperatures.

The spatial distribution of the stations may be associated with issues that require further
investigation, although some signs can be identified more easily. The INMET station, for example,
is located in the center of the Federal District and has received the most anthropic pressure for urban
use in recent years. The FAL station was the only one that showed downward trends from 1980 to
2010, which were validated in all the tests and for all measurements.

This research also confirmed that the Cox–Stuart and Mann–Kendall tests are reliable and useful
in studies of temperature trends. The findings lead us to conclude that air temperature trends can
be analyzed in two ways: the first using only the Wald–Wolfwitz test, which has shown compelling
results, especially for studies that demand faster results; and the second option, combining it with
the Cox–Stuart and Mann–Kendall tests for validation purposes, thereby yielding more robust and
consistent results.

The analysis of the type of land use in the immediate surroundings of FAL revealed that it
underwent the least anthropic transformation of the landscape of the five weather stations studied.
If there is a persistent trend for increased air temperatures in the Federal District, this may negatively
influence various sectors of society, particularly the health of the population, especially during the dry
season when more cases of respiratory diseases are registered. These results could serve as an input
for public administrators involved in public planning and policy-making.
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